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Rent Trends Insight
Central Eastern Europe
This insight summarizes key rent trends for logistics real estate in Europe. The full report
“Logistics Rent Index” can be downloaded here. Our methodology focuses on net effective rents,
headline rents minus incentives, for modern-assets.

RENT GROWTH POISED TO CONTINUE

RENT GROWTH HARMONIZING IN EUROPE

Net Effective Rental Rate, Europe (€/SQM/YR)
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Market conditions are changing and rent growth is materializing.

Expectations for 2018 are strongest in a decade as more markets
are expected to show above 2.5% rental growth. Based on
growth rates of 41 submarkets.

3 MAIN DRIVERS OF RENT GROWTH IN 2018

STILL SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN PERFORMANCE

Current (as of Dec. ’17) vs. Prior Peak, Net Effective Rent (%)

1: Economic expansion
Positive economic drivers increasingly
fuel demand.
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Northern Europe

2: Strongest Market Fundamentals
in a Decade
Market vacancies have fallen to their
lowest point on record.

Southern Europe
Central Eastern Europe
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3: Rising Construction Costs
Construction and land costs are rising
at multiples of inflation across Europe.
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Rent growth is harmonizing but there are still differences across
the regions. Rents in the United Kingdom are 14% above their
prior peak while in Central Eastern Europe its 18% below.
A margin of 30%.
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RENTAL RATE COMPARISON
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Total space you could lease for 1 square meter in Europe’s highest rental rate market, London Heathrow

TOP 3 RENTAL GROWTH MARKETS IN 2017

United Kingdom
1. South East
2. West Midlands
3. London

Northern Europe
1. Frankfurt-Rhein Neckar
2. Rotterdam
3. Bremen-Bremerhaven

Southern Europe
1. Barcelona
2. Rome
3. Madrid

Central Eastern Europe
1. Budapest
2. Central Poland
3. West Poland

RENT GROWTH CENTRAL EASTERN EUROPE IN 2017
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This material should not be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security. We are not soliciting any action based on this material. It is for the general information of customers of Prologis. This report is based, in part, on public information that we consider reliable, but we
do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied on as such. No representation is given with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the information herein. Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this report only. Prologis disclaims any and
all liability relating to this report, including, without limitation, any express or implied representations or warranties for statements or errors contained in, or omissions from, this report. Any estimates, projections or predictions given in this report are intended to be forward-looking statements. Although
we believe that the expectations in such forward-looking statements are reasonable, we can give no assurance that any forward-looking statements will prove to be correct. Such estimates are subject to actual known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results to
differ materially from those projected. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this report. We expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to update or revise any forward-looking statement contained herein to reflect any change in our expectations or any change in circumstances upon which such statement is based. No part of this material may be (i) copied, photocopied, or duplicated in any form by any means or (ii) redistributed without the prior written consent of Prologis.

Source: Prologis Research, IMF (real rents)

